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Background – from an Annex to a Website

Comment from TWG reviewers stressed the importance of an annex of solutions

Thinking about users, their needs, and how we can curate and keep updated a dedicated database of livestock solutions, frameworks and tools.

Decided to curate online by creating a new website: [https://livestockinvestmentmasterplan.info](https://livestockinvestmentmasterplan.info)
Key functionality

- Simple to navigate and find solutions
- Directory listing with advanced search capabilities
- Short summaries of solutions, with links back to home institute
Work in progress

This is a ‘demo’ version.

We look forward to your feedback - including in some of today’s breakout groups,

We have a backlog of enhancement requests that we will be looking into – this work will continue in 2021.
Demo – live walk through of the website
Quick feedback

Thanks in advance for your feedback via chat
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